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Purpose of the Thesis:
The purpose of this thesis is to select, compile
and illustrate children's writings and to design
and execute an anthology in lithography.
Reason for Thesis Subject:
I have chosen this thesis subject because I hope
to apply the knowledge I have gained from my
experiences in commercial art and combine it
with my interest ln the Fine Arts and the pleasure
I find teaching in art education.
I believe a child should have an occasional oppor
tunity In the art class to express his thoughts with
verbal statements as well as graphic statements
because manipulative skills are not the only ways a
child brings his mind and feelings into involvement
with the creative process.
Scheduled time limitations for art classes prevented
any technical approach to literary form. And if I
had had time I would have abandoned such an approach
as I feel It would discourage the children's spon
taneous thoughts and expressions. The motivation I
used for their written interpretations was the only
1 . Commercial art background includes : greeting card
designer, layout artist for toy manufacturer, staff
artist in advertising agency, part-time employment
preparing working mechanicals for a printing house.
v.
springboard and this resulted in a wide variety of
subjects and form.
It was difficult to select only twenty-two poems for
this book from over two hundred which were written by
the children in some of my fifth and sixth grade art
classes. With guidance the nine to twelve age group
is eager and are soon absorbed in the work appropriate
to their level and interest and many had something
*
significant to say and a light and personal way in
which to say it.
I am enthusiastic about an illustrated book of
children's verse written by children because in my
research I found most of the children's poetry books
were written by adult poets for children or are paper -
back anthologies compiled by university classes.
Children are interested in the work of their peers
and would find interest and pleasure in sharing the
experiences and thoughts expressed in verse. The
book would have value for teachers and librarians,
who could use it as a teaching aid.
The book is illustrated with crayon drawings on litho
stones. I have completed the dummy and printed as
many stones in two colors, separately and in combin
ation, as time would allow. I have chosen crayon
because it is my favorite medium for drawing on stone.
vi.
I like the tonal range the crayon offers.
The diverse subjects of the children's poems
necessitated much sketching for reference material.
I made sketches from life, snapshots, at the museum
and from my files.
In my writings, I have explained my choice of treat
ment for the illustrations. We have Inherited the
theory that as the child grows he moves farther away
from the age when pictures are important. This is in
degree true, but with the impact of television viewing,
the progress in varied technical resources and the
greater understanding of child development, the illus
tration of books for older children offers much to
be accomplished.
To help orient my thinking and to acquaint myself
with some of the work in the children's book field
I spent much time in libraries reading and looking
at children's books.
My adviser, Mr. Norman Bate, suggested research
books and works of illustrators which I studied. Mr.
bate's knowledge and experience as a child's book
illustrator guided me over unfamiliar ground.
Mrs. Mary Stambach, a junior high English and
Spelling teacher, and mother of nine alert children,
advised me on the literary content of the poems and
vii.
edited the children's writings. She is not acquainted
with the children I teach and could be more objective
and is better qualified than I in evaluating their efforts.
Another impersonal contact, eleven-year-old Mary, daughter
of the teacher, acted as a Junior reviewer. Mary made
good suggestions regarding some of the verses we questioned
for selection. I think her opinions were valid as an
example of the average eleven-year-old reader.
The material for my thesis paper has many different
facets. I needed to review the history of the book
to gain greater insight and appreciation. (This I
did rather superficially, because of time limitations.)
For me to know how to direct my illustrations to appeal
to my chosen audience, I reviewed the characteristics
of this specific age group, because I work with children
of all ages. Last, and most important, the investigation
of the children's book field was the new adventure.
I have divided my work into five sections:





Sections I, II III, and V are included in Volume 1.





Origin of the Book
Books are so much a part of every day living and
education that one might easily overlook the circum
stances responsible for our present day book. It is
not definitely known when man first recorded his
thoughts for others. Archaelogists have found hiero
glyphics cut in the stone of buildings in the ruins of
Ur of the Chaldees as early as 3500
B.C.1
This was an
inconvenient way to convey ideas to others because
buildings were immobile.
Out of the necessity to conduct government trans
actions which became too complicated and too widespread
for human memory, the Babylonians developed a clay
tablet which could be carried by runner, horseman or
charioteer. The size depended upon the means of trans
portation and the needs of the transaction.
Over a period of a few hundred years, the Babylon
ian alphabet resulted. Letters were pressed into soft
clay with a chisel or similar tool. When the writing
was complete the clay tablet was fired in an oven or
sun dried to make it hard. After the tablet became
hard, another layer of clay was laid over it and baked
lightly. This served as a binding which the recipient
knocked off to expose the message
1. Leonard G. Winans, The- Books From Mam}script- Th




With the rise of the Greeks, 700-500 B.C. and
the Romans 50
B.C.1
writing in all its forms became
common. The work of slaves was to write and read and
to keep accounts for their masters. They used a sharp
pointed stylus or a piece of lead as a tool and wrote
on bone or ivory tablets.
The slaves also shouted Government decrees, bulletins,
advertisements, classified ads and gossip up and down the
main thoroughfares of the great cities. Throughout the
Roman Empire the latest news was bellowed by the Town
Clerk on the street corner.
With the expansion of the known world the need for
more practical written communication became a necessity
for the development of culture and the need for commerce.
Some manner of duplication was the obvious answer. The
earliest method of duplication was "human printing
presses."
That is, scribes or slaves by the hundred were read items
to be copied in their own kind of shorthand. They were
a combination of reporter, columnist and printing press.
The art of reading and writing for the most part
was the tasks of the servants, as no individual text
wa3 yet in common use as reading matter.
The Egyptians had found a better solution for a
material to write on, in
papyrus- the forerunner of
paper. They crisscrossed wet strips of papyrus bark
and pounded this mass until it flattened out into a
1. Paul A. Bennett, Books and Printing, p. 9. gives
a table of dates and the genealogy of letter forms
developed through periods of history.
solid sheet. The smooth, more or less uniform surface
permitted a cursive style of writing.
In China, during the Han dynasty in the first
century
A.D.I
a material superior to papyrus for copying
and storing was invented. From watching the wasp makB
its nest the Chinese developed a method of working old
fishing nets and anything else which came to hand into
a macerated mixture in large tubs. They then removed
the fibres with a sieve, compressed them to the required
thickness and when dried, it adhered together.
A receipe for paper deriving a fibre basis from
old rags was learned from the Moslem invaders of Spain
and Sicily. Sometime about 1200 A.D. another material,
parchment or vellum, made from stretched, pressed and
dried animal membranes was also being used.
With the fall of the Roman Empire writing was re
placed by war except for the scholars who worked in
hiding.
The only complete and thorough record of learning
through these dark centuries was kept by the monks in
the monasteries of the Roman Catholic Church. The monks
carefully copied accounts of travels, notes on behavior
of their people, sermons and the prayers of the Church
Fathers. They were distributed throughout the parishes
of the Catholic World. The work was written with great
care and beauty as speed was not a factor.
1. Paul A. Bennett,, Books Ab& PMntj__tg. p. 17. This was
long before printing
began in Europe, but the Chinese
had little incentive to share their invention.
In order that personal feelings and inaccuracies
would not be entered into the work the forefather of
the present day proofreader, the rubricator, came into
being. To be sure the rubricator did not nod at his
work the copist was told to omit the first letters of
each paragraph or not to make any special markings,
such as quotation marks. The rubricator filled in the
first letter of each paragraph in red ink and underlined
other parts of sentences requiring markings.
The custom of illuminated letters originated from
the practice of decorating the first initial letter of
paragraphs or sentences. Many examples of the illimin-
ator's work remain today. Gold leaf was often used
and a bar-relief letter form was sometimes built up
with plaster of Paris. If the plaster of Paris were
scraped away the rubricator 's simple red letters could
be found.
With the beginning of the Renaissance early in the
twelfth century the support for learning and culture
spread over Europe. Copyists could no longer furnish
sufficient material for the world of scholars.
Johannes Gutenburg, financed by Fust, a goldsmith
of Mainz, invented and supervised the building of his
own press. One of the earliest extant products of this
new technique is believed to be issued about the year
1445.
D. G. McMurtie, author of The Book, states that
the first dated piece of printing preserved
to us appeared in 1454, which is thus the
earliest date that can be set beyond any
speculation or controversy. In that year
four different issues of a papal indulgence
appeared in printed form. . .Ordinarily, these.
indulgences would have been written out by
hand, but in this case, as there were a
considerable number to be distributed, the
aid of the new art of printing was enlisted,
and forms were printed, with blank spaces left,
for filling the dates, the names, of the donors
to whom they were issued, and other details.
The invention of the printing pre^ss revolution
ized the means of communication. Water wheels
supplied the power necessary to speed the:maceration
of the raw materials needed for the production of
paper. Volumes of written matter were put: into
circulation. The most valuable book in the world,
the Gutenburg Bible , fathered. the printing: of
all books.
1. Paul A. Bennett, Books And Printing, p. 18.
The Origin of Children's Books
One must look back to the seventh century for the
first books for children. They were Latin schoolbooks,
with no illustrations. These rare and costly manuscripts
were for the convenience of the teacher and were handled
little by the children.
Among the first books most suited to children's own
spontaneous interest was one printed by Caxton, in England
in 1484. It was Aesop's ^ables illustrated with 185 wood
cuts.
The bestiaries, which date from the Fifth Century,
combined features of natural history and ^esop's Fables.
The monks used these to teach spiritual truths to
the people. The listening children were probably enchanted
by them and possibly could have looked at some of these
creatures in an Illuminated manuscript.
The first picture book planned for children was the
Arbis Plctus, or The World In Pictures, written by
Comenius in 1657 in Latin.
In his preface, the kindly author declares
that his purpose is to "entice witty
children"
and expresses the hope that by this book
"scare-crows may be taken away out of wisdom's
gardens."
Each object in the picture was given
a number and the name of the object was then
given In Latin and in the vernacular. 1
1. Anne Thaxter Eaton, "Illustrated Books for Children
Before
1800,"
Bertha E. Mahoney, et al., Illustrators
of Children's Books, 1744 - 1945, p. 10.
Orbls Pictus, the first picture book
planned for children: fifth edition,
London, 1705.
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Der Ritter vom Turn, 1493
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His book was translated into many languages and many
editions were published. It contained one hundred and
fifty chapters, each dealing with a particular subject.
it must have given the children of that time some Idea
of the outside world. The illustrations were small
woodcuts.
In the later sixteenth century the first lesson
book for children in the English speaking world was
provided. This was called the horn-bo6k and for the first
time children were free to handle their own books. The
horn-book was not as perishable or precious as preceeding
books.
The horn-book was described in this manner:
A sheet containing the alphabet mounted
on an oblong piece of wood with a handle,
and covered with transparent horn. There
was usually a hole in the handle so that it
could hang from the child's girdle. The sheet,
made first of vellum, later of paper, contained
a large "criss-cross, or Christ's cross, from






followed by the alphabet in large and small
letters, the vowels, and the combinations of
vowels and consonants injtthe form of a table.
Then came the exorcism, In the Name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy
Ghost,"
then the Lord's Prayer, the whole concluding
with the Roman
numerals.1
There was no room for illustrations in the horn
book. The first picture book planned for children's
own handling was the battledore, a development of the
horn-book, appearing about 1770.
l.Anne Thaxter Eaton, "Illustrated Books for Children
Before
1800,"
Bertha E. Mahoney, et al., Illustrators
of Children's Books, 1744 - 1945, p. 10.
10
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It was made of cardboard, in three
leaves which folded together. Along with
its alphabets and numerals (it contained
no religious teaching) and easy reading
lesson, it included little woodcuts to
illustrate the latter. 1
One of the outstanding figures in the early history
of children's books was John Newbery of the middle
eighteenth century. He was a writer and publisher.
One of his most famous books is The History of Little
Goody Two -Shoe s, and it is sometimes .called the first
real children's story because of its humor and natural
ness. The name Newbery is still
"prized"
today.
The Children's Library Association awards the
Newbery Medal annually to the most distinguished con
tribution to American literature for children. The
author must be a citizen or resident of the United States.
Many of the first books for children were written
in England by authors such as Rudyard Kipling and
Kenneth Grahame. American authors like, Kate Douglas
Wiggins, Mark Twain, Frances Hodgson Burnett and Louisa
May Alcott started writing shortly after. The excellence
of their writings brought the realization that there was
a worthy outlet for art by illustrating children's books.
The growth of this art parallels the growth of children's
books.
1. Anne Thaxter Eaton, "Illustrated Books for Children
Before
1800,"
Bertha E. Mahoney, et al., Illustrators
of Children's Books, 1744 - 1945, p. 10.
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Why Would a Child Write Poetry?
Samuel Taylor Coleridge said, "I wish our clever
young poets would remember my homely definitions of
prose and poetry; that is, prose - words in their best
order; poetry, - the best words in their best
order."
This definition distinguishes prose from poetry.
Does a child know a poem from prose because it appears
differently on a page, or because the words make a
harmony of sounds, or because it says something in a
new way about something old which appeals to the imagin
ation and emotions rather than to reason? At a very
young age a child may be sung or rocked to sleep by the
pleasure of following a pattern of sound or motion. He
dances and drums out sounds even before he talks. When
he does talk, he is taught nursery rhymes. A child
learns pleasure with poetry and like adults, a child
remembers facts better if they are put into verse or
into a pattern, for instance:
Thirty days hath September,
April, June, and November;
February has twenty-eight alone,




When February's days are twenty-nine.
A poem is a
"niceness"
like the frosting on a
cake. There is much demand for a child to do and say
what is right. This demand creates difficult times of
growing up. Listening to poetry helps heal emotional





upsets. Sometimes one can say things in poetry
which
are awkward to "talk
out"
or to express by doing right
things and saying right things.
Poetry is music and the dance of words for a
child




Making Pictures for Children's Books
The first genuine artist to make pictures for
children's books was Thomas Bewick. He started as
an apprentice to a Newcastle engraver of doorplates
and teaspoons in 1767. Woodcuts were then consid
ered unimportant so were turned over to the apprentice,
Bewick. Through experimentation he developed the
"white line" and the end grain block (invented pre
viously) and he devised a new type of graving tool.
Through his masterly use of these, woodcuts regained
popularity for book illustrations. His understanding
of childhood and his sensitive workmanship were com
bined to make his first book, A Pretty Book of Pic
tures for Little Masters and Misses. It would be
valuable for anyone interested in book illustration
to study his
works- to note his sense of design and
beauty, his feeling for humor and sensitivity to
nature and the skillful way in which he uses it all.
In early days, Illustrations could not appear
in color on a text page. They were printed separ
ately and "tipped
in"
by hand before the book went
to the bindery. After World War I, color in offset
lithography was developed to the point of practical
use and artists were no longer as limited in the
use of color. Also, both text and illustrations





thomas bewick . Tommy Trip's
History of Beasts mid Birds
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than line drawing could be used. This manufacturing
process was an important one in the history of child
ren's book illustration. The interrelation of drawings
and type was studied. The design and appearance of
the book as a whole has been an important consider
ation since that time.
Also, the kind of illustrations in children's
books changed. In addition to what the English
illustrators were contributing, America had an
Influx of fresh and vital work from those coming into
the country from various national backgrounds and by
those who turned to book work from a background in the
fields of painting or print making. They offered a
varied and original use of many media.
The book artist is most involved in the picture-
books for the youngest age group because here the
artist is offered a responsibility which is equal or
greater than the writers. Lynd Ward distinguishes
a picture-book from a book with illustrations this
way; "the pictures have to be there: no matter how
Important the ideas or craftmanship of the text, if
you take away the work of the artist, there's nothing
left."1
The picture-story, which Is different from the
picture-book, requires the artist to draw the same
characters over many times keeping the same back-
1. Lynd Ward, iJThe Book Artist :Ideas and Techniques."
*%rtha Mahony Miller, et al., Illustrators of
Children's Books, 1945-1956, p. 17.
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ground look while achieving variations in the mood
of the narration. Other books give the artist a
new subject for each page.
Basic Propositions Underlying
the Making of Pictures
The traditional approach to illustrating for
children was to make pictures that the artist thought
the child would like. In a kind of pictoral baby
talk he drew what he thought made the Child's world
different from the adults. The picture of life was
always good and pretty. This
"goodness"
was also
reflected in the Fine Arts of that time - a over-
sentimentalized aesthetic.
In the twenties and thirties, the years between
the wars, a movement dominated Art. The Ash Can
School of painters rendered the world and its
"reality."
At the same time in the field of illustration, artists
who had full knowledge of the range of modern repro
ductive and printing technology were pouring their
talents into making books for children
- children's
books as important as adults' books. They wanted
to make the best pictures they were capable of. If
pictures for children had any special requirements,
they would be met from the material of the story,
since the story was for children. The image would be
the world as the adult mind sees with no pictorial
baby talk; a literal intrepretation which was a
parallel to the painter's concept of the time.
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The artist's most recent approach since World
War II is different from both of the others. His
primary premise is that he should think and draw
the way children think and draw. Because children
draw differently, depending upon age level and develop
ment, there are many variations to this approach.
Children's drawings are a combination of what children
know or remember. They may not be visually accurate
or technically skilled but they are vitally expressed.
The newer painters and book artists seek sirrilar
objectives: "a childlike spontaneity of conception
and a conscious unliteral rendering that, because it
is not photographically complete, will involve the
reader in an imaginative experience."1 The book
artist believes that this objective will result in
pictures that the children like best.
The most effective expressions of this new
approach have been in picture books for the very
young. One might conclude from this that it is
because at this age the child's art involves simple
statements expressed in simple ways. They are simple
for the child because of his unawareness to the big
old world and are limited to his knowledge and de
velopment in his small Immediate world. But for an
adult artist to find it necessary to present a simple
statement for a child, much is concerned.
1. Lynd Ward, "The Book Artist: Ideas and
Techniques,"
Bertha Mahony Miller, et al., Illustrators of
Children's Books, 1945-1956, p. 33.
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In the best of these adult creations there is
great skill involved, together with discrim
inating judgment of plastic values, - sensi
tivity to vital and incisive line, concern
for distribution of forms in space, and real
feeling for the varying function of color.
At the picture book level the artist has been
less limited in the number of pictoral units and often
has a full color range. With the advance in tech
nical processes, particularly in offset printing,
illustrations no longer impose as great an added cost.
The influence of the television picture may increase
the importance for pictures in the older children's
work.
In recent years, the great publishing develop
ment for the older children has been on the series-
subjects drawn from science and history with typo
graphy geared for easy reading, and with illustrations
limited to scope and technique. When the older child
has illustrations, he wants the illustrative content
to differ from that which he knew in his picture-books
and has grown away from.
This offers another challenge to the book artist
who must be fundamentally concerned with the develop
ment of children and children's discriminating powers.
The way ahead is open and it is vitally charged with
collective talents and varied styles.
1. Lynd Ward, "The Book Artist: Ideas and
Techniques,"
Bertha Mahony Miller, et al., Illustrators of
Children's Books, 1945-1956, p.33.
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From all the children's books that are pro
duced there are some which stand out as exceptional.
Some of the most recent exceptions have been those
where the artist has used the principle of complete
prior execution of the finished picture. That is,
a proof of the art work as it will be produced
on the book page results from the direct work of
the artist, and gives the advantage to the artist
if he needs to make any adjustments before it is
produced by offset. The ways of working are many
and have been stimulated by the widened use of
offset as a printing method.
Antonio Frasconi uses a separate block of
wood for each color in the wood block illustrations
he composes. He inks it and hand rubs a proof
which is photograped and printed. Examples of
/flyig
this work in his book, The Snow and Sand. New York:
Harcourt, Brace and World Inc., 1961.
Evaline Ness executes her illustrations with
silk-screen prints rather than wood-cuts. A recent
example of her technique can be found in M.M.. Osborn's,
Ondlne . New York: Riverside Press, 1 960.
Clement Hurd has used a technique entirely
new for Wingfln and Topple by Evans Valens,, Cleveland
World Publishing Co., 1962. He combines the media
of flying fish cut ln linoleum blocks superimposed
on the background of weathered wood for an under
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Evaline Ness: Silk- screen Print from




Antonio Frasconl: Wood-cut illustration from






Age Group Factors Influencing Book Illustrations
To begin one needs a starting place
- the
children of a certain age group
- the nine to twelve
year olds. What are their requirements for acceptable
illustrations suited to their level ?
At any age, whether child or adult, the individual
is concerned with self (or man) and his environment
(or his world). Certain characteristics are evident
at various stages of growth.
The nine to twelve year old is the preadolescent
with the ability to control and reason intellectually
but emotionally and imaginatively he acts child-like.
The critical awareness in the imaginative activity is
introduced later at the age of adolescence when physical
changes occur in the body. This stage of reasoning
is an important factor for an illustrator to consider.
What pictorial style would interest and appeal
most to the reader ? These young, alert- minds respond
quickly to ideas and their interest fields
are limit
less. They want adventure, knowledge, and mischief.
The ability to reason gives them an understanding of
many of life's experiences, Including
birth and death
and the happy and unhappy things in between, are a
part of it. They are frank, curious and enthusiastic.
They share their thoughts and actions easily with a
group, especially with a group of peers.
24
They note individual differences and characteristics
in the objects and figures which surround them. General
izations are replaced by specifics.
Some children react visually, as spectators^ while
others have subjective interpretations, as if they were
involved in the experiences. At this age most children
react both ways but are stronger toward their preference.
These reactions may be pictured in their own drawings.
Because human and animal figures have joints,
cloths wrinkle and hair or fur is not smooth at bent
parts. Clothes no longer Just characterize the
difference between the sexes because they have dis
covered that light and shadow and design have a part
too. There is an awareness to atmospheric conditions,,
distance and space. Things are a certain way because
there are reasons for it.
An illustrator should keep these things in mincL:
distance expressed by diminishing sizes; color changes
in regard to light, distance and mood; the action and
drama of figures; and the proportioned relationships
seen in the environment. A child exaggerates the
quality which gives a thing certain individual
characteristics; an effective drawing should exaggerate
this quality also.
The nine to twelve year old girl or boy would
appreciate an illustrator's approach which shows what




My thesis project is the design for an offset
non-fiction book in two colors for the separation
process with illustrations executed in litho
crayon on stone.
I would like to present my project
as if it were an example of what
happens in the course of producing
a book-dummy for submission to a
publisher from the author-artist's
position. This dummy does not include
the bo ok- jacket art or line drawing
for the cover. I will describe the
development and thought that went into
its conception after the children's
writings had been selected. The ex
change of thought, for the mostpart,
was between Mr. Norman Bate and myself.
(When I refer to the artist as
"she"
it is because I am one.)
As is usually the case, the text
appeared first which consisted of
twenty-two poems worthy of illus
tration. The varied styles and
subjects were positioned in a se
quence which would give a narrative
range. The development should be
coherent with moments of action and
emphasis and with some quiet moods.
This placement gave an effective
progression.
(Since the text was compiled
by the illustrator and written by
fifth and sixth grade children in her
art classes, the artist can consult
with herself if the text has to be
changed for some reason or blame her
self if the pictures do not fit her
concept of what they should be in con
trast to the text of a book written
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Even now, wild and free; they race across the plains
Whites, sorrels and bays.
Oh, how I wish they would come to me I
Oh, I could watch for days.
Beautiful mares stand close to their foals.
Watching the stallion stride
Around his herd of young and
old-
Flashing with evident pride.
When the sun sets in the West,
When the moon shines bright
Wild horses lay down to rest





Flowers have strange powers,
Like opening and closing.
Some grow to be tall towers;
Others are found dozing.
I've seen gay, bright flowers,
Others dull and dreary.
The scent of cut flowers lasts for hours,
At night it might seem eerie.
Do you see that flowers have powers





I'm many things and many places.
I've seen famous people and famous faces.
I'm an airplane pilot, an aquanaut,
a football player, an astronaut.
I've found a treasure in a gloomy lagoon.
I've also taken a trip to the moon.
I'm a baseball player pitching a no-hit game.
I'm a miner staking a uranium claim.
I'm an astronomer searching for a star.
I'm a hold-up man robbing an armored car-
Are you puzzled now about where to look?





Oh, Pioneer, Oh, Pioneer,
How brave and bold you were I
While roaming over lands and fields
Where death and danger lurked,
You stopped and drank the waters
Of the cold and barren ground
And ate the meat of buffalo
Which wandered all around.
You met the savage Indians
Whose yells pronounced death.
(The women's eyes showed their tears;
The men's faces, sweat.)
You heard the children screaming
As the arrows found their mark.
You saw their bodies bleeding.
(That brought sorrow to your heart.)
Yet when the fight was over
You were on your way once more.
You faced the world in spite of fear.







the little boy said,
As he shot a firecracker over his head.
It fizzled and sparkled and sparkled and fizzled,
And then it went out I (I think he got chisled.)
"I wonder why?" he began to ask,
As his father looked up from his arduous task.
"Of course," Dad said with a wily grin,
"The fuse was cut on an oversharp
pin."
"Could you fix it,
Dad?"
he said to his pop
Who was trying to repair a broken-down mop.










One day in Australia
I came upon an emu.
He was kind of different.
He was blue.
I said to him,
"How would you like to be in the
zoo?"
At first, the blue emu
Didn't know what to do.
Then- a bulb lit,
And he knew
He would be a hit .
So a happy blue emu




Why I Hate Baths
I always hate to take a bath.
I hate it even worse than math.
My mother says it's good for me
But, frankly, I'd rather get stung by a bee.
When I'm scrubbing around with all that soap
I really feel like such a dope.
Often when I'm playing a game
The other boys say I don't act tame.
I get so worried when I'm in school
That I sometimes even break a rule.
On my last report card I got
"E"
in math




A Boy Scout Campout
"Out of your sacks," roars our troop leader,
"For the fire you've got to get wood.
It's past six o'clock and everyone's up,
So get up like a good scout
should."
"Aw, go back to sleep
I"
we yell at him.
"It's too early to get out.
It's much too cold and much too wet
To get up for any
scout."
"Get out this very
minute,"
roared he,
"Or breakfast you'll not get I"
As soon as those words were past his lips,





My birthday comes in May;
For me it is very gay.
I always make a list
And wait patiently for my gifts.
My mother bakes a cake
Just for my sake.
We decorate it with candy.
Boy, it's really dandyl
I invite my family, who never miss
This opportunity to give me a kiss.
At the end of the day I hope and pray,




When Father Does The Cooking
My Father said, "I don't know how to
cook."
Said I back to him, "Use mother's cook
book."
So he made up some pan cakes, and then
He made up five and then ten,
And we had pancakes again and again.
*
He made up five and then ten.
And we had pancakes again and again.
Has your father ever done the cooking?
Mashed potatoes and some pudding?
My Father has.
It tasted delicious.
And when he got through
He had less dishes.
When it was done
I gave him credit.
"It was wonderful
I"
Even Mother said it.
Daddy admitted it was a treat,
But he wouldn't like to do it
Seven days a week.




My Grandmother's hair was white and snowy
Her cheeks were always pink and rosy.
She wore a smile all day long,
Even when things went wrong.
On Christmas Eve and on Christmas Day
*
She entertained people out her way.
And when friends dropped in unexpectedly
She always had them stay for tea.
She had a rocker, a beautiful thing.
When she wasn't busy she'd sit and sing.
Then one day she didn't get up from bed.
You have probably guessed it. She was dead,
She is up in heaven and watching me.





My Mother is so very nice;
She is filled with sugar and spice.
She helps me when I'm sick or cold.
She'll do it 'til she's very old.
When I'm up during the night
She stays with me 'til I'm all right,
Mom cleans our house spic and span.
Mom washes every dish and pan.
She comforts me when I'm upset.
She takes my kitty to the vet.
In all the world there is no other





This poem is about my Dad.
Would you believe it?
He once was a lad.
He walked a mile
To school each day.
He would work
And then play.
Well, now my Dad is grown up
And he is the best dad any boy could wish.
To my sister
He's a favorite dish.
One day he will die
And I'm sure God will agree





In the country berries grow,
The weather is fair,
And when lilacs bloom
They give a fragrance to ihe air.
Farmers plant their crops
With tractors big as submarines.
What will they plant-
Hay, corn, or beans?
The country is pretty
With tall oaks






Sound I found was in the air
and on the ground,
In the trees and everywhere,




BUT sometimes very bad.
Sound in war made men unable to hear
even if sound was very near.
I like sound because it makes life so gay
It doesn't have a color-
not even gray.
I wonder why people don't like sound real
loud-
Probably because they think it's a crowd.
I like sound
(whether it's music or noise)
On the ground or in the air,





The thundering, mighty Brontosaurus
Basking on some warm, ancient shore
Will not let out mighty roars
But will merely go and hide.
The tyrant king, though weak of age
Should not be tempted to a rage
Lest his great teeth, your skin, would rent
And your whole body would be bent.
You would not be worth a cent.
The Triceratops is quite nice
And of you would not take a slice.
He has a long, lithe tail, three sharp horns
And ponderous feet with many corns.
His big hard head, his tiny brain
Would be very easy to strain.








Every day through the barnyard I walk
' Cause I like to hear the animals talk.
The cows go,
"Moo"
and give their milk
That's always just as fine as silk.
Chickens peck at grain and say,
"What a bright and sunny day I
Hoping today I'll ride them away,




go the big fat hogs
Wishing they could go play in the bogs.
The sheep go,
"Baa"
and wag their tails.
If I don't feed them the
"baas"
sould like wails,
Now I have reached the barnyard's end
And ahead I see the fence I must mend.
The farm house stands there glittering white
Until the sun sets late at night.
Yes, the barnyard is my favorite place
And, as I walk through it with a steady pace,
I like to listen and stop and see





I took a trip to Kentucky
To Kentucky one day in May.
I think Kentucky is pretty,
But it's rather far away.
Kentucky has lots of Blue-grass,
Horses, white fences and hills.
Kentucky is a wonderful state;
Where Hillbillies make moonshine in stills,
If you took a drive in the country
You could see the hillbilly shacks,
And in some places a red barn




On Mowing the Lawn
Oh what is this big green mass?
Why, of course, it is the grass.
It grows tall.
It grows small.
It grows in the spring.
It grows in the fall.
It stretches far and wide
All over the countryside-





There are so many kinds of cars today
Dodge, Ford and Chevrolet.
Sure enough, there's rules you know.
Don't go too fast. Don't go too slow.
Go this way and that way. Don't pass the line,
Don't litter or you'll get a $50 fine.
Don't go off the highway.
Go over the track,
Or you'll regret it when you do come back.
Don't go through a stop light.
Don't make a U-turn.
Don't try to fight it.





Everytime we go to the store,
We always go through the revolving door.
When I go in
Someone else is going out,
But I always win
Because I'm so stout.
While Mother is shopping
I'm whirling around,
And other customers are landing aground,
When I'm going
Everyone ' s glowing.
I give them bumps and bruises galore.
Next time I come
They would be pretty dumb





Along the shore and ocean floor
Lie shells which children play with.
When a ship's bell rings
out, "It's an
EMERGENCY."
The roaring sea craves for waves
To sink the ship.
Just the same it's not to blame
For when the palms are calm
The sea seems gentle as the breeze.
When the gulls
Land gracefully on the hull,
It gives you a notion
of devotion.
We know






The thoughtful planning of a text
calls for illustrations and book
design that will be true to its
feeling and spirit.- A spirit re
flecting the author's concept and the
child's acceptance.
How should the book appear?
What shape and size?
How much space for double spreads?
What colors will be appropriate?
How many colors can the publisher
afford to let the artist use?
If two colors, what two will
suggest the atmosphere of the
writings and have one dark enough
for legible text?
What technique is best for the
book and is economically practical?
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It was decided that the shape
would be a vertical rectangle so
as to physically fit the acceptance
of the age group and visually fit
the contours of the active people,
standing animals, the depth of the
sea and the distant Scenes that are
prominent in many of the poems.
Illustrations that required hori
zontal shapes were planned for
double spreads. The size should be
comfortable to hold and easily fitted
on book shelves. The available size
litho stones were considered because
art work was done actual size and
the artist had to produce to the
tempo of a physically-possible
timetable. (However, it is well to
keep in mind that if the book is sold
to a publisher, the size is subject
to change depending upon production
requirements and the publishers need
at the time. )
To help determine the rectangular
size the artist dummied-up various
proportions to find the one feeling
25
right. After a few quick dummy
proportions and handling books in
the library from the "middle-age
children's"
section a size of ten
by seven and five-eights was agree
able to the artist. A larger size
than the standard five and one -half
by eight format was needed because
of the content and the type of
illustration, even though the stan
dard size is less costly to produce.
1. Jean PoIndexter Colby refers to
the nine to twelve age group as
the "middle age of reading be
cause before nine years the child
has not had the ability to read
all he wants and after twelve he
does not have time because of
homework and other activities.
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This age group does not require as
much color as the younger picture-
book crowd but a little color added
to the drawings increases the appeal
of the book and helps to create the
moods. Too much color would increase
the cost beyond reasonable production,
The manuscript tells of blue emus,
the sea, pioneers of the west, grand
mother (grandmothers with white hair
look well in blue), blue grass - men
tion of blue twice suggested a good
second color. Certainly black should
be used for depth and legibility of
type. The book was done in blue and
black.
Color could appear on alternate
opening pages: i.e., every first,
third, fifth,etc., or every second,
fourth, sixth,etc. This would place
all the colored pages on one aide of
the press sheet and keep cost down
because color plates and run would
be necessary for only one side. But
the artist preferred to use color
throughout the book.
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It is difficult to visualize a
whole book in terms of tone value
and for the flow of the illus
trations unless one can see it in
total. The treatment should vary
from page to page but with contin
uity and it should be consistent
with the narrative range. Small
thumbnail penciled sketches of
double spreads laid out on one
sheet that could be read at a
glance for page design and treat
ment determined the artists inten
tions. Before any pages were
sketched in full size one could

















































































































After an acceptable book layout was
decided, small dummies^-were made to
give an idea of the treatment from
page to page. The dummy is a blank
book of thirty-two pages, sixteen
sheets of paper, numbered carefully
from one to thirty-two with pages for
illustrations clearly marked. The text
usually begins on page five, with page
four for the copyright page, three for
the title page and pages two and one
for endpapers.
1. Dummies for books consist of sig
natures or sections ordinarily
obtained by the folding of a single
sheet into twelve, sixteen or thirty-
two or more pages depending upon the
number of pages required. Signatures
are determined by the imposition of
the plates on the press and the way
the book has been planned for binding;
usually a number which is a multiple
of eight.
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The treatment of the art work came
next. The nine to twelve year-old
boys and girls reason realistically
and appreciate good drawing. They
have also experienced abstract thoughts




look. A treatment that would present
realism with some mental and visual
play would be pleasing to them.
The artist made a couple of full size
sample roughs in blue and black. The
text or copy was indicated with pencil.

















The color could have been used with
more meaning. The blue, the subordin
ate color, carried some of the main
image. The colors were busy and caused
the composition to fall apart. The blue
could have unified the illustration by
being a background color. If the black
were used as the dominate image color,
there would be greater coordination
between picture and type.
(If the book were to be published and
the production was too costly In two
colors, by having the blue as back
ground color, It could be omitted from
the art work. )
Criticism 2
The artist did not use tine same medium
as she had planned for the finished
art. Therefore, the final art would
have a different appearance. A pencil
line, although wide and dense, does
not give the effect of crayon on stone.
For the needed effect, it was decided
the artist should draw on tracing paper




The book was planned for offset
printing so the type did not need to
remain in the traditional rectangu
lar block as for letter press. The
only design limit was the page itself.
Perhaps the type could echo the contour
of the action suggested by the illus
tration or be moved up between parts
of the drawing.
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Constructive suggestions for reworking
the roughs encouraged the artist and
gave a sense of "right direction."
The next step in the over-all design
of the book was a hard one for the text
and pictures had to be fitted in the
required number of pages. The layout
should display the high points and low
points of the narrative. To do this
the typewritten manuscript was cut up
and pasted roughly, (with tabs of scotch
tape) in place on the pages with a vague
indication of the illustration. Stanzas
and lines may be shifted (the text should
not be altered) and pictures changed
from page to page until a happy answer
evolves. From this rough dummy a clearer
dummy was made for presentation and as
a key to use for the working art. This
dummy was the artist's interpretation
of the book and should give an overall
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Example of a rough page layout
Narrative is scotchtapped on.
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AN EXAMPLE OF PRELIMINARY SKEOSEHES
The illustrations for many of the
poems required several: sketches
before arriving at the final
dummy sketch.
The artist may have been dissatis
fied with the layout, or with the
appropriateness of the pictorial
content or sometimes she did not
have sufficient knowledge of the
subject and reference sketches
had to be made.
The next few pages show the pro
gression of sketches for the poem,
"My
Grandmother."





a rocker, a beautiful
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The poem did state,
grandmother- this figure
is too young. The color
is not used well.
The addition of lines
and tone on the face
did not help. Figure is
not relaxed and enjoying
her chair.




Moving the tea service
into the background is
an Improvement ln








the reference sketch and
the selection of the Boston
rocker from the chair sketches.
The final sketch was





Example of a double page spread
which was reworked because the
characteristic quality of the
dinosaurs was lacking and page





















After the dummy book was completed
the artist produced as many prints as
time allowed. (The thesis procedure
specified five one-color prints.)
The first two drawings were not as
much in crayon-character as desired
but this improved as the medium was
given more freedom.
Because the book was in two colors,
stones were prepared for each color
and printed separately and in com
bination. Three degrees of darknesa
were included for the stage illustra
tion. (A number of prints of varying
darkness for each color would be
necessary for a production manager
for his final decision.)
The artist feels the farm animals
and the sound prints came closer
to her intentions. On the first
prints, the emu and the horse, she




To evaluate the visual worth of,
Why Hata Ratha ? some structure
or criteria was necessary. To do
such an examination on a summers
work that as a whole was valued
more for the experience .and
knowledge gained than the visual
end result is hardly a valid teat.
However, if, the book were examined
for its visual elements the test
Marcia Brown suggests Is the one
Roger Ery uses as a method of exam
ining other forms of visual art.
Roger Fry confines attention to one
or two qualities at a time and compares
a number of different works to see
what extent they possess or lack these
qualities. He chose sensibility and
vitality.
The term sensibility includes two basic
desires: the desire for order, harmony,
and the desire for variety, the chance,
the unexpected.
The first is expressed in the over-all
design of a work, the coordination of
the parts in the whole. The other Is
subject to feeling and sensitivity of
the artist in executing the design or
plan.
'
1 . Marcia Brown, "Distinction In Picture
Books", Bertha Mahony Miller, et al.,




The visual elements of a book are
text and pictures. The examination
for the qualities should reveal the
following:
How appropriate are the illustrations
to the spirit of the narrative ?
(The illustrations in Why Hate Baths?
appear stronger in spirit in the last
half than the beginning. The artist
warmed-up. to the spirit as time went
on) .
Do treatments vary from page to page,
or are many pages monotonously alike
in design? ( Several pages were re
worked to help give more variety and
a less formal treatment. It did im
prove.)
Do margins allow enough air for reader
to move In ? (The artist feels that
In general the illustrations are too
heavy for the page proportion and
would alter this another time.)
Is type legible and harmonious with
the pictures ? (Type was not specified
by the artist since the publisher helps
determine this. In the original thesis
procedure it was intended that type would
be part of the problem but this was
decided unnecessary at this point of
involvement. )
Is there pleasant visual play between
pictures and type ? (The artist hoped
to achieve this. )
Has the illustrator seen the wholes book
in masses, of color , in line, in rhythm ?
Is there a discernible build up in
dramatic interest of the picture as
there is in the texk ? (The artist
feels this is one area the book is
successful. )
Do the Individuals have qualities of
human beings observable ln life, not
stereotyped ? ( By drawing from real
people where recognition of a certain
quality was required less chance for
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the stereotyped existed. )
Is the humor genuinely funny ?
Not tongue- lni-cheek of the over-
sophisticated adult ? (Humor
written by children is usually
genuine because they are.)
Are drawings so finished and
photo-perfect that they are dead
before one has a chance to look
at them ? (As the artist relaxed
more and got in
"gear"
with the
problem the drawings became more
vital. This is obvious in contrast
of the early to the last prints.)
(It is difficult for the artist to
be objective because she knows her
intent and is still too close to
the problem and the circumstances
which determined the results.) It
is difficult for anyone to be ob
jective because each brings some
thing different to what he sees.
The value of Why Hate Baths ? is
not to be found In a rich visual
experience one finds in looking
at it, but in the rich enthusiasm
and hope that was nurtured from
the experience the artist felt
and enjoyed when she worked on
it, her first book.
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TIME AND COST ESTIMATE
Hours
Selecting and preparing





Preliminary rough layouts 56
Typing 39
Grinding stones 8i
Drawing, etching and printing 69 s




(except for ink which
was supplied by the studio) $25.43.
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